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Passing Through 
‘A hero is an ordinary individual who finds the strength to persevere and 
endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles’ – Christopher Reeve. 

 

Who better than Christopher Reeve, the world-famous interpreter of 
Superman, who became tetraplegic after a horse-riding accident, to embody 
the strength, the energy and the hope of surviving in spite of disabilities?  

This man, for my part, has been a great inspiration in my work as an artist; he 
and all the beautiful people I have met that have changed my view, not only on 
disability, which is only a facet, but on everything that makes the value of a 
being. The courage to survive the ordeals, despite the difficulty, the scars and 



the strength to 'find your joy'. All these small things put together help us to 
live.  

 

My series of paintings, ‘Passing Through’, interprets this mystery; where do we 
find the strength to continue living?  These canvases are dug, scarred, almost 
tortured; the characters appear damaged, bruised, and yet there they are 
standing, luminous … present to the world. 
 

 

 

The paint, applied almost carnally in thick or very diluted layers, is deeply 
inscribed in the material - penetrates the linen, making it vibrate with a life of 
its own. It is the subconscious of the painter which is inscribed on the fabric of 
the frame, an unconscious return to the light, a part of shadow finally 
illuminated.  



    

 

    

 
I am convinced that we are all capable, each at our own level, with our assets 
and our limits, with our creativity, to express our light. 



 

 

These are Limited Edition, signed, numbered prints.  28x35 cm with the mount 
(20x25 without).  Please contact me for a price. 
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